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causes of the migration of nations are the peculiar life and physiography of the irrigated lands. The condition of the oases, with their relatively dense population, is always very dangerous. The slightest change of climate, the slightest diminution of the important water-supply are enough to destroy agriculture over wide areas and to force people to emigrate. It is an error to believe that Asia is undergoing continuous desiccation. By the most exact geological examinations it has been determined that the high basins of the interior of Asia were desert, very arid regions, just as now, already in Pliocene time. But I may say that there is a logical objection to this way of explaining the great migrations. If Asia were in a condition of continual desiccation, how could we explain the repeated regeneration of population in these high, arid basins ? The Chinese dynasty of the Hans, later Jinghis Khan, or later still Tamerlane reigned over millions of oasis-inhabitants, and between these famous and glorious times there have been ages when the oases were abandoned, as the hundreds of ruined cities prove.
It would be quite impossible in this short time farther to follow this question of history. I think every one of you will be convinced that we are here dealing with the broadest features and most important l&itUnien, as it were, of human history, and it will be the greatest testimony to the importance of geographical investigation if we are able to furnish the historian with a guide to interpret the most important features of human history.
The migrations of the nations pushed out to the periphery, where agriculture is possible without artificial irrigation, the most highly civilized peoples in great waves. This has been ascertained with certainty as regards Europe and China. In India the castes are of different races, and the history of the gradual immigration of these different races is almost clear.
"When the peripheral regions filled up with population life became difficult, too, and the struggle for life demanded the development of culture. The independent development of civilization now began in these regions under much happier circumstances than in the half-deserts, especially when the peripheral regions were well-proportioned lands divided into small physical units. The best-articulated peripheral land near Asia is Europe, especially in the vicinity of the Mediterranean Sea. It is no wonder that civilization already developed here in antiquity to a degree which has, even to-day, not been reached in every respect.

